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INTRODUCTION
The Victoria Foundation has a long and valued history of strengthening community wellbeing by
investing in people, opportunities and solutions. Our close connections and face -to-face dialogues
with local charitable organizations – together with research from our annual Victoria’s Vital Signs
report – allow us to provide insightful, effective grants to make this great community an even better
place to live, work, grow and play.
We are pleased to share summaries adapted from community grant applications by local charitable
organizations for projects and programs proposed for 2020. Each application has undergone an initial
screening to meet our basic eligibility criteria. These initiatives reflect the community challenges and
opportunities identified in Victoria’s Vital Signs and the organizations that are committed to meeting
them. We have also incorporated references to the 17 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
within each project summary to demonstrate how, at the community level, we can focus on and
coordinate our collective efforts to achieve these global priorities.
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This booklet is also available online at victoriafoundation.ca where you can click through to the
websites of each organization to learn more about them.
Each year, we receive more applications than we can fund. We encourage you to consider supporting
one or more of the projects or initiatives in this booklet. Please use the Grant Distribution Form. For
assistance, please contact our donor services staff at donorservices@victoriafoundation.bc.ca or
250.381.5532.
Working together, we can strengthen the wellbeing of our community. Together, we’re better.
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were launched in 2015 after three years of
negotiations between 193 countries and represent the world’s collective vision for a thriving and
sustainable planet. The SDGs are universal and apply to all people and communities everywhere.
Canada has signed on to achieving these goals at home and abroad.
At the community level, the SDGs are an opportunity to focus and coordinate collective efforts to
address problems beyond the community scale, such as c limate change, which can only be addressed
if communities and cities unite in common action. The Victoria Foundation has embraced the SDGs,
both internally in our assessment of grants and other initiatives, as well as externally, through our
outreach in Vital Signs, and in our work with donors, governments, First Nations, civil society and
others.
At the global scale, the SDGs will not be achieved unless communities show leadership. In particular,
SDG 11 is aimed at achieving sustainable communities, which will require community-level action.
Visit globalgoals.org for more details. Look for the SDGs on each project summary in this booklet.
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ARTS & CULTURE
1BATEMAN FOUNDATION
REQUESTING $38,905
Cultivating Greater Victoria's Naturehoodbatemancentre.org
Cultivating Greater Victoria's Naturehood is a year-long program to promote accessibility and
engagement to the value of the natural environment within the urban setting of Greater Victoria,
using a combination of exhibits, public lectures, nature-based activities, and art programs. The
project is targeted to both residents and visitors to Greater Victoria, with a specific focus on
residents with mental or general health difficulties, immigrant families, and families with limited
incomes. The program is supported by over 15 local non -profits with a mandate to promote nature as
a way to build environmental consciousness, mindfulness and physical wellness in an urban setting.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
2DANCE VICTORIA SOCIETY
REQUESTING $5,000
Interactive Archive Website to Complement a Book Commissiondancevictoria.com
Dance Victoria will engage a web designer to develop an interactive website to complement a book it
has commissioned celebrating pre- and post-colonial dance in the region. Because the book's content
will be limited, the decision was taken to build an interactive website that is a platform for shared
video, profiles of dance leaders, experiential stories, reviews, clippings, and digital copi es of house
programs. The website will be promoted widely through local media and directly to local dance
schools to encourage participation in writing our shared history. Contributors will include ENGL 407
UVic students and the general public.
Sustainable Development Goal: Sustainable cities and communities
3HARMONY PROJECT SOCIETY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
REQUESTING $15,000
Harmony Project Sookeharmonyprojectsooke.ca
Harmony Project Sooke (HPS) wishes to improve and expand its out-of-school music education
program, which provides professional music instruction to low -income youth in the Sooke region. All
students enrolled in group classes and private lessons receive an instrument to take h ome. HPS
builds orchestras in the community and arranges performances and field trips. The program provides
a safe haven with healthy snacks and non-musical activities. Students gain life skills such as
discipline, collaboration and teamwork. As they becom e musically competent, students develop
learning and thinking skills, make academic progress, increase cultural understanding and make
strong social and community connections.
Sustainable Development Goal: Quality education
4INDEPENDENT MEDIA PRODUCERS NETWORK SOCIETY
REQUESTING $16,000
MediaNet’s Filmmaking Camp for Indigenous youthfluxmediagallery.org
MediaNet is seeking funding for a filmmaking camp for fifteen Indigenous youth, to take place in
summer 2020. Youth will be mentored by local Indigenous filmmakers through partnerships with
Pacific Peoples Partnership and PEPÁḴEṈ HÁUTW̱ Foundation, an organization focused on the
recovery of ecosystems and Indigenous food sources. Films made by youth will focus on community based initiatives highlighting the environment and food security. The completed films will be
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screened in MediaNet’s FLUX Gallery as a part of Pacific Peoples Partnership’s annual One Wave
Festival in September 2020, alongside environmental documentaries by established Indigenous
filmmakers.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
5INTREPID THEATRE COMPANY SOCIETY
REQUESTING $40,000
Intrepid Theatre's Capital Improvement Project 2019/2020 intrepidtheatre.com
Intrepid Theatre's two small and mid-sized accessible venues are consistently busy and are the only
performance spaces of their kind in Victoria. Over the last twelve years, both of these venues have
evolved into increasingly state-of-the-art spaces in response to the needs of the community it serves.
To package both as a completely professional space, while still responding to the Theatre's
affordable/accessible guiding principles, they require purpose -designed and engineered theatrical
grid replacement with soft-goods to better serve the 500+ productions and the 50,000 audience
members who rely on this space each year.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
6PACIFIC OPERA ASSOCIATION
REQUESTING $40,000
School Performances; “Flight of the Hummingbird” by Haida artist M.N.Yahgulanaaspov.bc.ca
The Flight of the Hummingbird is a touching exploration of environmentalism and moral courage. In
this exciting new opera for young audiences, the forest animals unite to save their beautiful home
from a wildfire. Beyond the benefits of creating a forum for underrepresented Canadian voices and
opportunities for emerging artists, school performances of the Flight of the Hummingbird encourage
opera’s use as an educational resource, resulting in new dialogues on env ironmental, social, and
cultural issues. Today’s youth face uncertainty defined by climate change. The hummingbird's call to
action: “do what you can” no matter how small the gesture, fosters empowerment.
Sustainable Development Goal: Quality education
7ROYAL AND MCPHERSON THEATRES SOCIETY
REQUESTING $15,000
Access to the MACrmts.bc.ca
The project supports not-for-profit arts organizations in the capital region with annual budgets under
$1,000,000 to access the McPherson Playhouse for the development and/or production and
presentation of their work. The McPherson Playhouse, with 772 seats and a professional, unionized
technical crew, is often too costly for smaller organizations to use as the economics require th e sale
of a substantial number for tickets per performance for feasibility. This project will allow these
organizations to envision and fulfill larger creative projects in a "Class A" performance venue. This
will support the development of artists and the organizations' audiences.
Sustainable Development Goal: Industry, innovation and infrastructure
8SOOKE PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY
REQUESTING $15,000
Community Music Programsookephil.ca
This community orchestra, comprised of over 60 musicians and a 40 voice chorus, has a long -standing
presence in Sooke and the Westshore. Funding would support two main programs: the Community
Music Program and the Sooke Harbour Chamber Workshop. These programs provide af fordable and
accessible high-quality classical music performances, engage members of the community of all ages
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in developing and sustaining the performances, and mentors young performers, encouraging them to
continue with their musical studies. In the coming year, the orchestra will add two inclusive open
rehearsals that are designed to introduce young musicians to the upcoming program.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
9ST. ANDREW'S PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
REQUESTING $15,000
Stained Glass Emergency Restoration (Dunsmuir Windows)standrewsvictorias.ca
St. Andrew's Presbyterian Church has been upgrading its building on Douglas and Broughton, which is
a designated heritage site. The structure was upgraded (seismic and roof trusses) and over the past
five years the restoration of the roof was completed with the support from the Victoria Heritage
Trust. With the integrity of the building restored, an evaluation determ ined that the Dunsmuir
Windows needed to be re-leaded and the stained glass windows refurbished. The Dunsmuir Windows
were installed in 1889 and the cleaning will enhance the beauty of the images and colours for all
residents and visitors to the region.
Sustainable Development Goal: Sustainable cities and communities
10STORY THEATRE PRODUCTIONS SOCIETY
REQUESTING $18,000
The Very First Circus - Participatory Theatre for Preschoolers!storytheatre.ca
Story Theatre has developed this production of The Very First Circus for a preschooler audience,
rooted in the idea that movement and play are essential for learning. The production is built to tour
and play in small spaces including day cares, parks and libraries, offering youth, families and
educators a free artistic experience through sixteen performance across the region. This is a flexible,
ready-made production that allows for creative-placemaking. Future collaborations with the City of
Victoria, Greater Victoria Public Library, Vancouver Island Regional Library and t he Royal BC Museum
are anticipated.
Sustainable Development Goal: Quality education
11THERMOPYLAE CLUB
REQUESTING $24,956
The Victoria Interactive Harbour Storytelling Project
The stories of arrival and accomplishment of some of Victoria’s most influential citizens are currently
locked and forgotten behind 72 bronze plaques overlooking the Inner Harbour. The project proposes
to share these stories online with the installation of a QR code next to each plaque. Passersby can
tap to gain access to a dedicated mobile-friendly website containing the carefully researched and
illustrated history behind each plaque. In addition to immediate on -site interactive access,
Thermopylae Club will work with Greater Victoria School District 61 to develop education al modules
and launch a speakers program.
Sustainable Development Goal: Quality education
12VICTORIA ARTS COUNCIL
REQUESTING $30,000
Writer-in-Residencevicartscouncil.ca
Working in collaboration with the Royal BC Museum, the Victoria Arts Council will support a year long residency for a writer from the capital region to engage with the museum and their collections.
The selected writer will also work with the Victoria community towards the promotion of literary
pursuits at all ages and stages of development. The writer will engage in a balanced schedule of
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researching/writing their own material, while also acting as a resource for the community through
one-on-one editing sessions, group workshops and public presentations.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
13VICTORIA BAROQUE MUSIC SOCIETY
REQUESTING $10,000
Baroque, Music, Concerts and Outreachvictoria-baroque.com/vbp-society
The Baroque, Music, Concerts and Outreach project will increase both the artistic and administrative
capacity of the Victoria Baroque Music Society to achieve an enriched and expanded program of
baroque music in Victoria and the surrounding area. The benefits that will accrue from this program
and administrative development will be the expansion of audiences and greater appreciation in this
community of baroque music and its remarkable quality, as well as its important place in western
musical culture. A further important development will be the i mproved training of emerging young
musicians.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
14VICTORIA INDEPENDENT FILM & VIDEO FESTIVAL
REQUESTING $20,000
Victoria Film Festival’s 2020 Art Exhibitionvictoriafilmfestival.com
Victoria Film Festival’s (VFF) 2020 Art Exhibition is a free, public art program presenting original
media art installations as well as Canadian and international curated media artworks. Working with a
local Victorian emerging artist-curator, VFF will bring to life in unique ways the work of Indigenous,
Canadian and International independent media artists, celebrating the artworks, artists and their
impact on the community. The Victoria Arts Council and outdoor pop -up locations throughout
Victoria will serve as the exhibition’s free public venues, engaging community participants in the
activation of Victoria’s city spaces by recontextualizing films in unique, odd or uncanny installations.
Sustainable Development Goal: Quality education
15VICTORIA PHILHARMONIC CHOIR SOCIETY
REQUESTING $8,500
Haydn's “The Creation” Choral Concertvpchoir.ca
Funding would support the presentation of Haydn's The Creation, an important classical choral
concert in Victoria. In March 2020, over 400 Greater Victoria patrons will enjoy a high -quality
performance of this major classical work featuring 75 voices, professional orchestra and
internationally notable soloists. Benefits to the health and wellbeing of choristers, audience
members, musicians and volunteers are expected, promoting a sense of belonging and community to
over 500 people.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
16VOX HUMANA CHAMBER CHOIR SOCIETY
REQUESTING $10,000
2019 - 2020 Concert Seasonvoxhumanachoir.ca
Funding will support partial operating expenses incurred between December 2019 and June 2020 for
rehearsal and performance venue rental, rental and purchase of music, publicity and marketing costs
and office supplies. Funding will also offset costs related to providing free tickets to persons 25 years
old and under for one concert, as well as providing admission by donation for two concerts. Funding
will help the organization maintain high-quality performances of standard and new choral music.
Sustainable Development Goal: Gender equality
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17WEST COAST CHILDREN'S CHORAL SOCIETY
REQUESTING $8,000
Victoria Children's Choir - Prelude Choirvictoriachildrenschoir.ca
In 2016, the Victoria Children's Choir launched the Prelude Choir, a non-auditioned ensemble for
children aged seven to nine. This pilot program was so successful in its first season that it filled to
capacity (25 choristers). In 2017, the VCC doubled the size of this choir, introducing 50 children in
Greater Victoria to voice, sound, and music through fun and interactive group exercises and
empowering their future musical pursuits. The Victoria Children's Choir is very excited about offering
this expanded program once again this season.
Sustainable Development Goal: Quality education

BELONGING & ENGAGEMENT
18BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB SERVICES OF GREATER VICTORIA
REQUESTING $15,000
Creating Cultural Safetybgcvic.org
It is important for the Boys and Girls Club of Greater Victoria’s staff to be equipped with new
frameworks for understanding culture and gender diversity beyond the typical and binary. As such,
the agency must understand its current cultural context, acquire greater understanding of the
importance culture and gender diversity has in the safe provision of its services and be able to adapt
to these cultural shifts. Creating Cultural Safety is a two-year staff professional development
program increasing awareness and embedding understanding of Indigenous cultures and gender
diversity throughout the organization, and creating more inclusive environments and practices in all
areas.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
19CANADIAN MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION B.C. DIVISION
REQUESTING $16,000
Living Life to the Full - Older Adultcmha.bc.ca
Living Life to the Full for Older Adults is a mental health program based on cognitive behavioral
principles. An eight-week course is offered in a group format to 12 - 18 participants. Trained
Facilitators guide participants through group activities to work on improving mood, feelings and
behaviours. Included are workbooks and worksheets along with moderated discussion where
participants are encouraged to share ideas and provide mutual support. Research shows that guided
self-help is an effective method of enhancing skills to help with life chang es, as well as tackling issues
such as stress, anxiety and depression.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
20CENTRE FOR EARTH AND SPIRIT SOCIETY
REQUESTING $15,000
The “Intensive Journal” - An Innovative Rehabilitation Processcentreforearthandspirit.ca
The Intensive Journal project is a one-year collaborative program that benefits approximately 95
adult participants. The project is a structured, professionally facilitated therapeutic writing program.
It engages small groups of qualified clients in a trauma-informed care process for building selfesteem and empathy for self and others, alleviating the stigmatizing effects of childhood and adult
trauma. This program engenders personal confidence and empowers individuals to re -establish a
sense of personal wholeness and worth. The project goal is to re-integrate clients with family, society
VICTORIA FOUNDATION – MAKE IT HAPPEN! 7
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and workplace. It is a safe, private, non-judgmental small group workshop process inclusive of clients
and care providers.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
21DAWSON HEIGHTS HOUSING LTD.
REQUESTING $5,500
Assisted Listen-Loop Systemdawsonheights.ca
At Dawson Heights, over 60 percent of its population experience hearing loss. Part of its commitment
to the seniors it serves is to provide opportunities to engage in the community through meaningful
recreation programs. Hearing loss is a main barrier to residents participating in recreation prog rams,
as reported by the residents themselves. A Hearing Loop System allows for the transmission of sound
directly into the hearing aid, cutting out background noises and reverberation, thus increasing the
effectiveness of the transmitted signal. The installation of a hearing loop system would allow for
increased participation in programs while decreasing social isolation.
22FERNWOOD NEIGHBOURHOOD RESOURCE GROUP SOCIETY
REQUESTING $15,000
Innovation & Collaborationcnhcr.ca
The Coalition of Neighbourhood Houses is comprised of nine member agencies who deliver services
to children, youth and families to enhance connection, belonging and engagement in the
neighbourhoods they live. Funding for this twelve-month project would support the Coalition to
enhance its profile and increase opportunities for collaboration with the Ministry of Children and
Family Development, Ministry of Mental Health and Addictions, Island Health, Municipal Go vernment
and others. This project will result in stronger, more collaborative relationships with key
stakeholders, allowing for more sustainable and comprehensive programming for all of the member
Neighbourhood Houses, benefiting families across the region .
Sustainable Development Goal: Partnerships for the goals
23GREATER VICTORIA VOLUNTEER SOCIETY
REQUESTING $15,000
Humboldt Valley Neighbour to Neighbour Volunteer Network volunteervictoria.bc.ca
Volunteer Victoria needs to better understand how informal volunteer networks establish and
sustain themselves while meeting the needs of a diverse population of residents looking to build
community and reduce isolation and loneliness. This pilot includes 150+ residents, owners and
renters in four high-rise buildings in the downtown core who currently have some, none or limited
connections with each other. 56% of potential participants are over the age of 60, 54% of
respondents note a lack of family or friends, while 36% identify a lack of mobility and isolation as risk
factors. Project replication in other neighbourhoods is hoped -for.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
24HULITAN FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES SOCIETY
REQUESTING $40,000
Fostering Inclusion, Communication and Relationships with First Nations hulitan.ca
Led by First Nations educators, Hulitan will further relationships between First Nations and service
providers while promoting early childhood development. Sign -enhanced language (SEL) training will
be provided at five sites: three on-reserve sites that require support for their SEL programs that
began in 2019, and two new sites that have been waiting to join the collaboration (one on -reserve
and one urban group). This project supports children’s learning, communication skills, early literacy
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and brain development. It builds the capacity of on-reserve and urban Aboriginal educators and
provides a model for developing strong partnerships between First Nations and service providers.
Sustainable Development Goal: Reduced inequalities
25INDUSTRIAL AREAS FOUNDATION CANADA
REQUESTING $15,000
Greater Victoria Acting Together (GVAT)- Consolidating Community Collaboration for Actiongvat.ca
This project will catalyze early GVAT results through three main interventions: it will build capacity of
core teams in member organizations, strengthen collaboration between organizations through high
quality research and relationship-building, and enable a high-profile Founding Assembly to
consolidate policy commitments in the organization’s priority areas of Housing Affordability and
Mental Health. The Founding Assembly will demonstrate GVAT members' support for these policy
innovations and highlight linkages to climate change response and reconciliation. Through supp ort to
these three initiatives, the project will integrate and empower collaborative action for social change
by engaging member organizations and attracting new membership and funding.
Sustainable Development Goal: Peace, justice and strong institutions
26INTER-CULTURAL ASSOCIATION OF GREATER VICTORIA
REQUESTING $35,000
im:print 2020icavictoria.org
im:print is a multidisciplinary performative art presentation that weaves the personal stories of
Indigenous, settler, immigrant and refugee artists. It speaks, dances and sings the complex journey of
the inter-relationship to place and people. ICA will work with both local collectives and solo artists
from diverse disciplines to present a poignant performative work that utilizes the innovative use of
space and lighting, live music, movement and text - monologues, poems, songs and skits. This art
presentation will engage, unsettle and provoke an audience into questioning its own relationship to
community and the real implications of diversity, identity and inclusion.
Sustainable Development Goal: Reduced inequalities
27JAMES BAY NEW HORIZONS SOCIETY
REQUESTING $30,000
Strength Withinjamesbaynewhorizons.ca
James Bay New Horizons will contract Patrick Smith to expand community collaborations with the
Strength Within program that he started in 2004 with childhood cancer survivors. This program
previously operated under the Ptarmigan Society and the Victoria Ar ts Council. It will provide arts
and social programming of an educational and healing nature, embracing inclusion and accessibility
for those most marginalized by illness, disability, poverty and age. The weekly program consists of
music, singing, theatre, written word, videography and dance. A pilot component utilizing trauma
support and art practices will be developed with existing and new community partners.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
28JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTRE OF VICTORIA
REQUESTING $10,000
Victoria International Jewish Film Festivaljccvictoria.ca and vijff.ca
The Victoria International Jewish Film Festival presents newly made independent films from around
the world that centre on themes of Jewish cultural identity and history. The festival brings together
disparate audiences from the Jewish and the wider commun ities to learn about and reflect on the
universal messages expressed in these films. The films are not religious in nature and are selected to
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foster cross-cultural connections. Mainly independent productions, the films are unlikely to be
screened in local commercial cinemas or online. The festival is primarily delivered by a volunteer
organizing committee and volunteer director.
Sustainable Development Goal: Quality education
29LDABC THE LEARNING CURVE SOCIETY
REQUESTING $15,000
Parent & Child Care Provider Support Programldasvi.bc.ca
LDABC The Learning Curve provides a range of flexible support options for families with children
experiencing learning and behavior challenges that are negatively impacting their emotional
wellbeing, their learning, and/or overall development and relationships. The programming, including
workshop series, support groups and one-on-one consultations, is developmentally sound, strengthbased and designed to reduce frustration and stress and increase resilience so that challenges and
barriers can be overcome. Parents and caregivers gain skills and confidence in their abilities to
support their children. When parents understand and come alongside their child, children gai n
confidence and develop the capacity to reach their potential.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
30M'AKOLA HOUSING SOCIETY
REQUESTING $15,000
Change-Makers Gathering 2020makola.bc.ca
M'akola is launching 2020 National Indigenous People’s Week with the Elder’s teaching “If you set
the table, the lesson will come.” An Indigenous-inspired feast will be served at Bear Mountain with a
showcase of Indigenous art and traditional drumming, singing and dancing. It will bring Indigenous
and non-Indigenous change-makers in our region together with families to share a meal and
conversation. The community change-makers at the event will include Chiefs, Elders, Indigenous role
models, politicians, business executives, non-profit sector leaders, influential community members
and the public. M'akola is working with all ten First Nations in Greater Victoria for the event.
Sustainable Development Goal: Partnerships for the goals
31MARCH OF DIMES CANADA
REQUESTING $15,000
After Stroke Victoriamarchofdimes.ca
The program will benefit stroke survivors and caregivers, directly supporting individuals in their
transition from hospital to community and empowering them to self -manage their recovery and get
back to life after a stroke. March of Dimes Canada will lead this program in collaboration with
Victoria Disability Resource Centre, VIHA staff and Stroke Recovery Association of BC, to provide
community navigation services (action-planning, information, referral and coaching) and ongoing
peer support services. This will result in increased opportunities for stroke survivors to get involved
in community, neighbourhood activities, foster peer connectedness and improve their quality of life.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
32PANDORA ARTS COLLECTIVE SOCIETY
REQUESTING $20,000
Beyond Social Isolation: Mental Wellness through Art and Community Building pandoraarts.ca
The Pandora Arts Collective Society (PACS) provides an inclusive and welcoming space where
participants become part of a vital community through both an art -as-therapy and leadership
program, run by award-winning art facilitators. PACS' participants benefit from peer to peer support
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and professional facilitation through staff, as well as learn from community members and guest
artists. PACS' mandate is to also have at least 50% participants as leaders on the board of directors,
which provides important leadership training and capacity building for the community. PACS
participates in the Fernwood Art Stroll as well as the Moss Street Paint -In.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
33PEERS VICTORIA RESOURCES SOCIETY
REQUESTING $26,606
Breaking Bread to Acknowledge Diversity in the Sex Industrysafersexwork.ca
Breaking Bread to Acknowledge the Diversity of the Sex Industry is a community dinner group model
that focuses on bringing together a targeted group of people in sex work including escorts/agency
based, men/masculine, Indigenous women and two spirit people, and trans or non -binary individuals,
to share a meal and engage with cultural leaders, educators, and health care or wellness experts. The
primary benefits of the program include addressing stigma, developing community among people
who share a specific experience, acknowledging the diversity of people in the sex industry, increasing
cultural and wellness knowledge, and creating community partnerships.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
34PENDER ISLAND CHILD CARE SOCIETY
REQUESTING $19,890
Mentorship and Interpersonal Communicationdragonflycentre.ca
The Society is seeking a communal learning experience on mentorship and interpersonal
communication.The workshop will invite early years professionals of the Southern Gulf Islands and
Saanich Peninsula to foster a sense of belonging by sharing common challeng es, successes, stories
and strategies in mentorship and interpersonal communication. Benefits will include assembling tools
for personal reflection and relational growth in order to provide enhanced quality service that values
and upholds the social and emotional wellbeing of all. Funding would support the workshop and
running the weekly Parents and Babes program and Circle of Security Parenting Course.
Sustainable Development Goal: Quality education
35PTARMIGAN MUSIC AND THEATRE SOCIETY
REQUESTING $15,000
Building Healthy and Connected Communities Through the Arts ptarmiganarts.org
To address isolation of seniors on the Southern Gulf Islands, Ptarmigan and its health care partners
will design and deliver high-quality mobile arts activities and projects aimed at connecting seniors
with their larger communities. Ptarmigan intends to develop a Mobile Art Cart which can travel to
housebound seniors and provide joyful, connecting and creative artistic play. The society will also
develop accessible and intergenerational community arts projects and provide transportation to
ensure seniors’ participation. Using the power of the arts, this project will create meaningful
intergenerational connections, allowing isolated seniors to feel happier, healthier, engaged and
connected to their community.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
36SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY
REQUESTING $29,260
Connect & Preparesfu.ca/dialogue.html
Building Resilient Neighbourhoods, VictoriaReady and the SFU Centre for Dialogue are partnering to
deliver Connect & Prepare in multi-unit buildings in Victoria as part of a larger Hey Neighbour
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Collective initiative. Connect & Prepare strengthens connections between neighbours and helps them
become better prepared and resilient for meeting different types of challenges, stresses and
emergencies. Neighbours get to know each other better whi le learning about short-term, acute
emergencies such as earthquakes and flooding and longer -term chronic stresses such as health
challenges and climate change. Neighbours will also identify their assets and skills and implement
collective projects based on shared priorities.
Sustainable Development Goal: Sustainable cities and communities
37SINGYOURJOY YOUNG ADULT CHORUS SOCIETY
REQUESTING $26,000
SingYourJoy Westshoresingyourjoy.ca
This project will extend the successful SingYourJoy (SYJ) youth and young adult choir to Westshore
communities. SYJ is the capital region’s only non-auditioned, no-fee choir specifically intended to
build an accessible choral community for young adults ages 16 -29. Over 20% of the capital region’s
young adults live in the Westshore and cannot readily access weekly rehearsals in the central venue
used by SYJ. A Westshore SYJ choral group following the same principles of accessibility and
community-building will build belonging and connection for this transient demographic. They will
perform in Westshore communities and collaborate with local partners including SYJ in Victoria.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
38VICTORIA ASSOCIATION FOR COMMUNITY LIVING
REQUESTING $9,800
Own Your Voice: An Inclusive Performance Arts Initiative communitylivingvictoria.ca
Using inclusive performance arts as a platform for self -expression and co-creation, Community Living
Victoria will provide youth with intellectual disabilities and/or autism opportunities to interact in new
ways with others, gain self-confidence, learn how their bodies work and learn to communicate using
movement and facial expression.Youth with limited communication, social and self -regulation skills
will explore new ways to express themselves amongst friends and family while in an emotionally and
physically safe space. Youth will gain experience being creative, flexible and applying social thinking,
which in-turn will increase their confidence and capacity to navigate the complexities of teenage
social engagement.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
39VICTORIA COOL AID SOCIETY
REQUESTING $40,000
Belonging & Engagement: Enhancement of Urban Indigenous Home & Health CoolAid.org
The Victoria Cool Aid Society learned the value of cultural programming for Indigenous clients during
a two-year pilot with the Aboriginal Coalition to End Homelessness. As a result, they were able to
successfully house nearly 20 Indigenous tenants who had been chronically homeless, in large part
thanks to the new Indigenous cultural activities. As a result of this success, and on the advice of their
Indigenous Cultural Advisor, Cool Aid is expanding cultural activities for over 500 Indigenous clients,
including Sweat Lodges, Talking Circles, Lifeskills Group and Nature Walks. Clients from all Cool Aid
programs, including housing, shelters, healthcare, the Downtown Community Centre and supp ort
services will benefit from the increase in cultural activities, leading to greater success in stability,
recovery and growth.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
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40VICTORIA IMMIGRANT AND REFUGEE CENTRE SOCIETY
REQUESTING $30,000
Welcome Gardens! 2019vircs.bc.ca
Welcome Gardens! is the only project of its kind in BC addressing food security for newcomer seniors
and other newcomers. It is a unique project that combines food production and social connection
objectives to directly address food security. The program connects seniors (50+) and newcomers
(immigrants and refugees) together to grow food in shared household gardens as well as exchange
horticultural knowledge and food culture. Its 130 participants from 16 countries range in age from 10
to 76 years old. Participants will receive resources to prepare gardens, grow food, learn through
horticultural or food production workshops and make friends.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
41VICTORIA INTEGRATION SOCIETY (RIV)
REQUESTING $30,000
Leisure Assistance Program: Combating Isolation for Persons with Disabilities rivonline.org
People with Disabilities, particularly invisible disabilities and Mental Health Illness, are experiencing
social loneliness and isolation at a rate of 50% more than their non -disabled peers. RIV’s Leisure
Assistance Program matches volunteers 1:1 to a person with a disability to combat the consequences
of social isolation through active living pursuits. The incidence of disability is on the rise, projected to
be 1 in 5 by 2036 (Rick Hansen Foundation, 2019) and community needs are changing. Funding is
requested to expand on this successful service by develop ing strategic partnerships with like-minded
volunteer services to maximize impact on the community.
Sustainable Development Goal: Reduced inequalities
42VICTORIA RESTORATIVE JUSTICE SOCIETY
REQUESTING $23,901
Improving Access to Restorative Justice: Caseworker Recruitment and Training rjvictoria.com
At Restorative Justice Victoria (RJV), volunteer caseworkers are facilitators and mentors for clients.
Caseworkers facilitate restorative justice processes with the goal of achieving healing and closure in
the aftermath of crime. For this project, RJV will recruit and train 25 -30 new caseworkers by
delivering two 50-hour training sessions and mentoring new caseworkers on their first few cases.
This will result in a 50% increase in volunteers, meaning RJV can provide restorative justice services
to a larger number of clients. These caseworkers will be trained in new evidence -based restorative
justice practices and develop skills for working with more vulnerable clients.
Sustainable Development Goal: Peace, justice and strong institutions
43VICTORIA SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE SOCIETY
REQUESTING $40,000
We Belong: Inclusion for Marginalized Survivors of Sexualized Violence vsac.ca
The project is designed to address gaps between marginalized communities, including sex worker,
Trans, 2Spirit, Gender Diverse (GD), disabled, newcomer, Indigenous and racialized communities, and
service providers. It will provide a support group for Trans, 2Spirit a nd GD survivors and build a
cross-agency collaborative network to strengthen accessibility and address gaps in care through
developing an internal inclusion/accessibility review. In past community consultations, the primary
barrier to survivors’ healing was service providers’ inability to understand diverse contexts and
intersecting oppressions. This project will improve accessibility/inclusion of support organizations,
strengthen organizational partnerships and improve organizational and community relation ships.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
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ECONOMY
44FARMFOLK/CITYFOLK SOCIETY
REQUESTING $25,000
Irrigation Capacity Upgrade for Community Farm and Learning Center farmfolkcityfolk.ca
Lohbrunner Farm is held in Trust by FarmFolk/CityFolk, managed through a long-term lease with the
Lohbrunner Community Farm Co-op (LCFC). LCFC’s vision is to create access to affordable land for
farmers, supply fresh organic vegetables to the community and be a centre for education and
training for sustainable farming practices. LCFC is also a hub for school children and other community
groups to learn and participate in food production. Currently, there are three intensive vegetable
and berry farm enterprises, numerous school groups and day camps. Funding would support an
upgraded irrigation system to thrive as a community hub.
Sustainable Development Goal: Decent work and economic growth
45SALT SPRING ISLAND FARMLAND TRUST SOCIETY
REQUESTING $40,000
The Root: Salt Spring Island Farmland Trust Local Food Centressifarmlandtrust.org
The Root, located on Salt Spring Island (SSI), is in its third year of development and will include a new
building, community temperature-controlled produce storage, 1000 square foot energy -efficient
processing kitchen and a regenerative food landscape on -site. In this application, the Society is
seeking funding for components of the essential integrated water system. The water system will
increase the expected impact of the processing kitchen and food production, addressing the SSI
water shortage and the low-flow well. The Root builds essential food security and climate action
capacity in a rural setting.
Sustainable Development Goal: Responsible consumption and production

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
46CETUS RESEARCH & CONSERVATION SOCIETY
REQUESTING $30,000
Mitigating Noise Impacts on Southern Resident Killer Whales cetussociety.org
This project will expand the Society’s capacity for monitoring endangered Southern Resident Killer
Whales (SRKWs) and collecting data on physical and acoustic vessel traffic disturbances. Cetus crews
will deploy a newly-acquired mobile self-contained hydrophone buoy in the vicinity of whales twice
daily which will document whale calls and vessel noise during whale -watching activity. This data will
be collated with data from other listening stations to contribute significantly to the understanding of
the direct impacts of vessel noise to at-risk mammals and will provide necessary evidence to support
further meaningful protections for vulnerable whales, particularly SRKWs.
Sustainable Development Goal: Life below water
47GALIANO CONSERVANCY ASSOCIATION
REQUESTING $35,000
One Island, One Earth Initiative: Focus on Foodgalianoconservancy.ca
The Galiano Conservancy’s forest gardens, educational programs, and social enterprises demonstrate
low-input, climate-adapted food production that incorporates locally adapted species and traditional
ecological knowledge. This project will expand the delivery, sustainability, and accessibility of the
Conservancy’s programs and products, focusing on the Nuts’a’maat Forage Forest, the Forest Gar den
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Tea brand, and the Conservancy’s plant nursery. Funding will support market expansion and
strengthened relationships with local First Nations, businesses, and organizations, with the goal of
facilitating broader engagement. Project activities will be g uided by an ecological footprint and
environmental justice framework as part of the Conservancy's One Island, One Earth Initiative.
Sustainable Development Goal: Zero hunger
48GULF ISLANDS SENIORS RESIDENCE ASSOCIATION
REQUESTING $13,292
Water Conservation Project - Housekeeping Upgrade
Gulf Islands Seniors Residence Association’s Meadowbrook facility is currently reviewing water usage
practices and implementing conservation measures. By replacing all existing top -loading washing
machines with front-loaders, Meadowbrook will significantly reduce water and energy consumption.
This project aligns with the S.S.I. Foundation Vital Sign of Environment and Water, the Victoria
Foundation Vital Sign of Environmental Sustainability, and SDG 12, Responsible Consumption and
Production. Furthermore, with the ability to raise the front -loading washing machines to an
ergonomically appropriate height, residents would benefit by having far easier access to the
machines. This in turn would be safer and would help maintain their feeling of independence.
Sustainable Development Goal: Environmental Sustainability
49NORTHWEST WILDLIFE PRESERVATION SOCIETY
REQUESTING $15,000
Indoor Wildlife Workshopsnorthwestwildlife.com
Northwest Wildlife Preservation Society provides Indoor Wildlife Workshops (IWW) for free to young
people across the capital region. Through the IWW program, the Northwest Wildlife Preservation
Society is able to reach 1200 children and youth in our community who struggle to gain access to
opportunities to learn about our local environment, sustainability and wildlife. IWW are free and
designed to teach young people about environmental stewardship, giving them the skills to make a
positive difference and creating a generation of local environmental stewards. Indoor Wildlife
Workshops have reached nearly 30,000 local youth since the project started six years ago.
Sustainable Development Goal: Life on land
50RAINCOAST CONSERVATION FOUNDATION
REQUESTING $30,000
Building Momentum for Southern Resident Killer Whale Recoveryraincoast.org
The Raincoast Conservation Foundation will work towards recovering critically endangered Southern
Resident killer whales by delivering a multi-faced campaign rooted in science, legal strategies and a
film documentary. Jointly, the project is designed to create sufficient public momentum to compel
effective and immediate government action on recovery. In collaboration with partner E nvironmental
NGOs, the project will work towards recovering the species through improving Chinook salmon
abundance, creating sanctuaries, reducing acoustic and physical vessel disturbance, and encouraging
compliance and enforcement of all implemented threat reduction measures. A documentary will also
educate, inform and engage local audiences.
Sustainable Development Goal: Life below water
51WORLD FISHERIES TRUST
REQUESTING $30,000
Integrated Watershed Education: Seaquaria Ocean Educationworldfish.org
The main source of marine pollution in the capital region is storm water coming from damaging
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behaviours in watersheds. The Integrated Watershed Education: Seaquaria Ocean Education project
will enhance the capital region’s interactive watershed models to further engage the public in
educational programs. With the new technology of a 3 -D router, World Fisheries Trust proposes to
replace aging models of the Gorge, Bowker Creek and Greater Victoria watersheds. These updated
models will be teaching resources about marine pollution, the landscape, and First Nations
inhabitation during early contact periods. Integrated use of these watershed models with a mobile
marine aquarium is also proposed for public programming.
Sustainable Development Goal: Life below water

GETTING STARTED IN OUR COMMUNITY
52MENNONITE CENTRAL COMMITTEE (MCC) BRITISH COLUMBIA
REQUESTING $10,000
New Foundationsmcccanada.ca
Funding would support one year of the New Foundations Victoria Asset Development Account (ADA)
program, which is offered to ten single-parent newcomers living in the Greater Victoria region.
Participants will meet bi-weekly to learn financial literacy skills within a community building
environment to help them thrive in Canada. Workshops are taught by local experts using a
participatory learning approach. Job readiness skills and life skills, including cooking healthy meals
together, are also program components. At the end of the program there is a graduation where
participants who have met their savings goals will have their funds matched 2:1.
Sustainable Development Goal: No poverty
53VICTORIA CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
REQUESTING $15,000
Getting Started – Early Childhood Music Education Outreachvcm.bc.ca
The Getting Started – Early Childhood Music Education Outreach initiative provides access to music
education free of charge for young children (infants to five years old) and their parent(s) through
childcare centres and preschools. The initiative focuses on centres that serve marginalized
communities, including Aboriginal peoples, refugees, teenage mothers and military families. Early
education in music has benefits that transcend the musical domain and no child should be denied
access to these benefits on the rationale of financial need. This specialized music outre ach initiative
for young children is the foundation for future cognitive and emotional health.
Sustainable Development Goal: Getting Started in our Community
54VICTORIA'S QUILTS CANADA
REQUESTING $4,430
Quilts for People with Cancervictoriasquiltscanada.com
Victoria's Quilts Canada, Victoria branch makes quilts for people with cancer. The Victoria branch
receives many thank you notes from recipients citing what a beautiful gift the quilt is and how
wonderful it is that women come together to make something the recipient loves. The volunteers
state that it is very gratifying to make these quilts. The Victoria branch provides the fabrics, batting
and flannelette and it fund raises to make this possible.The National Office sends requests and they
are filled by the group. The funds will be used to purchase flannelette and batting to make 54 quilts
for individuals in the Greater Victoria area.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
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HEALTH & WELLNESS
55BALLET VICTORIA SOCIETY
REQUESTING $15,000
New Dance Program for People with Parkinson's Diseaseballetvictoria.ca
Ballet Victoria will host community members with Parkinson’s Disease and facilitate dance classes
that promote physical, emotional, and psychological wellbeing through exercise and social
engagement with peers. Program instructors will work from a proven m ethodology, learned from
New York-based Dance for PD, to ensure that people with all levels of mobility are able to fully
engage with the program. The program preserves or restores dignity to those affected by Parkinson’s
and other conditions affecting motor control and communicates a clear message that dance is an
activity in which everyone belongs.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
56CANADIAN PARAPLEGIC ASSOCIATION (B.C.)
REQUESTING $13,000
Mental Health Supports for People with Disabilities in Victoriasci-bc.ca
The Peer Support Program and its activities provide opportunities for people living with a spinal cord
injury to form lasting social connections that reduce isolation and result in improved emotional
wellbeing. Through a series of events held throughout the year, people come together in a relaxed
environment where they can share and learn from each other. Events range from social outings in
the community to opportunities to try outdoor recreational activities that many may not have
thought possible because of their injury. Participants in events become more socially and physically
active and participate more in their local community.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
57CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION AND COUNSELLING SOCIETY
OF GREATER VICTORIA
REQUESTING $15,000
Raising Happy Kidsvcapcc.com
This program increases the region's capacity to serve abuse affected families all across Greater
Victoria, including Westshore. If funded, the program will continue providing a proven, cost effective,
evidence-based model of parental group counselling and education. This program addresses the
needs of vulnerable wait-listed children and youth by giving caregivers the skills to effectively
support their children while waiting for individual counselling. As a result, roughly 50 families will be
served which will increase protective factors for children, help with safety planning and self regulation, and reduce the amount of isolation, stigmatization and family stress.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
58CORNERSTONE YOUTH SOCIETY
REQUESTING $19,310
Sanctuary Youth Center Volunteer Mentor Training Program sanctuaryyouth.org
Youth aged 14-22 years old have found a supportive and non-judgmental place in downtown Victoria
at the Sanctuary Youth Centre. This drop-in center takes care of basic needs, such as meals, showers
and laundry facilities. It is also a safe and friendly place to connect with staff and volunteers.
Relationships grow and trust is built. In 2017, Rotary Harbourside funds helped launch the Girls OneOn-One Mentoring Program. With initial success, it was determined that a formal Volunteer Mentor
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Training Program was required to increase mentoring capacity and help move vulnerable young
people towards healthier and more fulfilling lives.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
59CRISIS INTERVENTION AND PUBLIC INFORMATION SOCIETY
OF GREATER VICTORIA
REQUESTING $22,000
Youth Suicide Prevention Program - Integrating Digital and In-person Servicesneed2.ca
This program works to save lives by delivering in -school presentations on mindfulness and suicide
prevention in Greater Victoria and by providing crisis and emotional support online at Youthspace.ca.
Expanding on existing work of these programs as well as that of YouthTalk email counselling (through
the Pacific Centre Family Services Association) and newly piloted follow-up service through
Youthspace.ca, this program will seek to better coordinate services by building pathways between
online services and local in-person mental health supports for youth. This will help to fill gaps and
provide youth with mental health care that is responsive, connected and easily accessible.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
60CROHN'S AND COLITIS CANADA
REQUESTING $15,000
Education and Community Outreach in the Capital Areacrohnsandcolitis.ca
Funding would provide education and peer support for people living with Crohn's disease or
ulcerative colitis. 1 in 140 people live with these lifelong diseases involving inflamed sections of the
gastrointestinal tract, often resulting in extreme pain, urgent bathroom visits, hospital stays and
multiple surgeries. A diagnosis of either of these diseases is often devastating. Without cures,
current therapies are focused on achieving and maintaining freedom from symptoms. Education and
peer support are vital to peoples' quality of life and ensure best health practices and services are
available to patients, caregivers, and the Crohn's and colitis community as a whole.
Sustainable Development Goal: Quality education
61DOWNTOWN BLANSHARD ADVISORY COMMITTEE
REQUESTING $35,672
Mental Health Enhancement for Youth (MHEY)quadravillagecc.com
This project provides timely access to mental health supports and system navigation for youth aged
10 - 19 contending with issues such as anxiety, depression and suicidal ideation. By providing
additional service, this project will help improve wellness, safety, anxiety reduction, depression
reduction and access to key services/supports. This project has been developed based on ten years of
providing these types of mental health supports, primarily to youth aged 12 - 19. It also responds to
a huge service gap identified for youth aged 10 - 11 identified through drop-ins, groups, camps and
schools.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
62MENTAL HEALTH RECOVERY PARTNERS SOCIETY - SOUTH ISLAND
REQUESTING $30,000
Reaching Recoverymhrp.ca
Based on feedback from people with mental illness, families, referrers and research, Mental Health
Recovery Partners South Island (formerly BC Schizophrenia Society, Victoria) learned that people with
mental illnesses need transitional help from a hospital setting to community. Benefits include
increased quality of life, hope, wellness and prevention of relapse, connectedness, stronger
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family/circle of support units, and cost savings to the greater public health and EMS system. A
further benefit of the project would include key leadership and development of those with lived
experience, including people living with mental health issues in recovery and their families.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
63MOVE ADAPTED FITNESS AND REHABILITATION SOCIETY OF B.C.
REQUESTING $20,000
Supported Therapeutic Exercise Program moveadaptedfitness.ca
The Supported Therapeutic Exercise Program (STEP) provides supported therapeutic exercise and
access to adapted equipment for low-income individuals living with disabilities. This program is
customized to address the unique and complex needs of individuals with a variety of disabilities. STEP
includes the development of individualized exercise programs, full access to specialized gym
equipment, one-on-one therapy by a certified Kinesiologist, group exercise programs and social
engagement activities. Through the STEP program, Move Adapted Fitness an d Rehabilitation Society
would like to expand its one-on-one athletic therapy service and group exercise programs.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
64SAANICH VOLUNTEER SERVICES SOCIETY
REQUESTING $18,000
Friends Stay Healthy: Maximizing Nutrition for Better Senior Healthsaanichvolunteers.org
The Friends Stay Healthy Program has been designed to enhance a supportive senior social network
by focusing on nutritious food services. Incorporating learnings from a 2018 pilot project, the
program will broaden knowledge and access to nutrition services defined as: food education, foo d
home delivery and community-based food resources. The aim is to reach the most vulnerable seniors
with limited financial resources who are at risk of social isolation, food insecurity and hunger and
compromising long-term health issues. The program builds on promoting a healthy lifestyle by linking
healthy eating, social connectedness and healthy aging.
Sustainable Development Goal: Zero hunger
65SOOKE FAMILY RESOURCE SOCIETY
REQUESTING $15,000
Prenatal Education and Outreach Programsfrs.ca
The Prenatal Education and Outreach program provides pregnancy education, prenatal/postnatal
support and outreach for Sooke to Port Renfrew through locally accessible group and individual
services. The Prenatal Program participants gain prenatal/postnatal knowledge and confidence,
increase protective factors for themselves and their baby, increase awareness of community
resources and develop a shared sense of community. Serving 30 - 55 pregnant women a year through
three - four prenatal courses and over 250 one-on-one outreach sessions, the overall goal of this
program is to support the health and wellbeing of new babies and their families in the Greater
Victoria community.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
66SOOKE REGION COMMUNITIES HEALTH NETWORK COOPERATIVE
REQUESTING $14,000
Sooke Region Mental Health and Addictions Services Inventory sookeregionchn.org
In 2018, Island Health highlighted that Sooke residents' mental health needs were relatively higher
compared to the rest of Vancouver Island, especially regarding depression . Sooke Region Mental
Health and Addictions Services (SRCHN) will consult with mental health agencies serving the Sooke
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region, including First Nations, clients, their families and caregivers. SRCHN will document needs,
gaps in service, and explore new ideas with interviewees. Once data is collected, it will be analyzed
and presented in a report documenting the mental health and addictions services inventory to
highlight the needs and gaps that need to be addressed. The report will be shared publicly and with
relevant authorities.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
67STIGMA-FREE SOCIETY
REQUESTING $16,000
Stigma-Free Zone School Program & Children's Mental Health Programstigmafreesociety.com
The Stigma-Free Zone School Program (Grades 7-12) is a community-based participatory program
that aims to promote mental health and reduce stigma of all kinds. The program educates and
supports youth dealing with stigma and/or mental health issues and educates youth to be respectful
and non-judgmental toward others. The Children’s Mental Health Program (Grades 4-6) strengthens
resiliency in school children through increased awareness of their mental health. Students learn to
express how they are feeling with regards to their mental health, a re taught the importance of a
healthy lifestyle and, above all, learn the value in reaching out for help.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
68SWAN LAKE CHRISTMAS HILL NATURE SANCTUARY SOCIETY
REQUESTING $40,000
Heart of the City Meditative Yogaswawnlake.bc.ca
The Society fosters the community’s understanding and appreciation of nature through direct
experience. The vision of the Sanctuary is to be a leader in the stewardship of healthy and diverse
ecosystems and to provide an urban sanctuary that brings people and n ature together. Heart of the
City Meditative Yoga is a program of yoga and meditation to inspire peace and connection, which is a
natural fit for the Sanctuary. Nature Yoga envisions a world where one immerses with nature to find
balance and breath and an opportunity to slow down, smile and enjoy.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
69UMBRELLA SOCIETY FOR ADDICTIONS AND MENTAL HEALTH
REQUESTING $35,000
Youth Outreachumbrellasociety.ca
Umbrella Society currently provides part-time support and outreach services to youth under the age
of 24. Funding would increase the capacity of the youth support worker to full-time, allowing
Umbrella Society to help more youth. Because Umbrella Society is strategically located at Victoria
General Hospital and the Foundry downtown, it is able to connect with youth struggling with mental
health and substance use issues, who feel isolated and alone. By expanding its current services,
Umbrella Society will provide more support, connection and hope as the youth outreach worker
builds healthy, trusting relationships with the growing number of youth in need.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
70VANCOUVER ISLAND COUNSELLING CENTRE FOR IMMIGRANTS
AND REFUGEES ASSOCIATION
REQUESTING $40,000
Mental Health Counselling for Immigrants and Refugees viccir.org
Vancouver Island Counselling Centre For Immigrants And Refugees Association (VICCIR) provides
mental health counselling to refugees and immigrants delivered by qualified and experienced
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registered clinical counsellors who receive ongoing supervision and training. This project will increase
the number of clients able to access VICCIR's services in response to growing demand. Refugees and
immigrants of all ages, genders and ethnicities will receive high -quality therapy without encountering
obstacles which often prevent access to much-needed mental health support such as cost and long
waiting lists. The benefit will be felt by the whole community, as adults, youth and children are able
to establish themselves more quickly into our multicultural society.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
71VICTORIA EPILEPSY AND PARKINSON'S CENTRE SOCIETY
REQUESTING $15,000
1-on-1 Epilepsy Consultsvepc.bc.ca
Funding would deliver 1-on-1 epilepsy consults to 160 people with epilepsy and their families. These
flexible consults offer personalized seizure education and safety planning, epilepsy self -management
strategies and counselling to people struggling with a chronic seizure disorder that plays havoc in
every area of their lives. Clients range from infants to seniors suffering from one of the over 30
seizure types. Consults guide new and returning clients through diagnosis and life transitions with
evidence-based strategies to foster self-sufficiency and resiliency. This program promotes
independence and empowers people with epilepsy to thrive in the community.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
72VICTORIA WOMEN'S TRANSITION HOUSE SOCIETY
REQUESTING $28,000
Stop the Violence - Small Group Women's Counselling with Yogatransitionhouse.net
Stop the Violence (STV) offers a four-week, trauma-informed, closed-group counselling program for
survivors of domestic abuse. Participants attend a two-hour session each week. The program will be
repeated seven times between January - December 2020 and will maximize client access to
counselling by alternating between daytime and evening sessions and by providing child-minding
services. The program, offered with a feminist perspective, will increase organizational capacity and
support more clients by addressing urgent client needs and counselling wait lists. In addition, the
program offers a weekly, 90-minute, trauma-informed group yoga combining the calming and
grounding effects of traditional yoga with sensitivity to client needs.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing

HOUSING
73CAMOSUN COLLEGE FOUNDATION
REQUESTING $40,000
Aboriginal Culinary Arts, Tourism and Hospitality Program Bursaries camosun.ca/about/foundation
The Aboriginal Culinary Arts, Tourism and Hospitality Program is a 12-month entry-level program
which includes a 2-month work placement and is specifically designed for Aboriginal students with an
interest in preparing for a career in the growing area of Aboriginal Tourism. Upon completion, each
student will receive Professional Cook Level 1 that includes work-based training, Introduction to
Restaurant Operations, Indigenous Tourism Perspectives, FOODSAFE Level 1, Serving It Right, WHMIS,
Occupational First Aid Level 1 and the Indigenous Tourism BC First Host certifi cates. Bursaries will
provide financial support for housing and food costs while the students are in the program.
Sustainable Development Goal: No Poverty
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74COMMUNITY SOCIAL PLANNING COUNCIL OF GREATER VICTORIA
REQUESTING $15,000
We Live Here - A Seniors-Led Community-Based Research Projectcommunitycouncil.ca
The We Live Here program will engage local seniors in housing issues starting with a pilot project in
the James Bay neighbourhood. This project will engage seniors to reach out to each other using a
peer mentorship model through a variety of focus groups for advocacy trai ning. The engagement will
help to identify and address how seniors are particularly vulnerable to the local housing crisis and will
develop local solutions for supporting housing stability and seniors' aging -in-place in their
communities. The seniors' engagement and leadership built into the project will increase seniors'
connectedness and resilience while supporting broader policy.
Sustainable Development Goal: Reduced inequalities
75READY TO RENT BC ASSOCIATION
REQUESTING $15,000
Increasing Access to Housing through the RentSmart Guaranteereadytorentbc.org
With critically low rental vacancy in the region, many low -income people struggle to find and
compete for decent and affordable housing. The RentSmart Guarantee is an evidence-based initiative
combining tenant education with a financial guarantee to increase private market rental housing
access for those leaving transitional housing. Building on recent research of widespread use in the
United States, the pilot is a collaboration of four local housing partners. Its goal is to cover 45
tenancies for vulnerable youth/families to find and keep housing, increase access to transitional
housing spaces and increase knowledge of this approach for wider u se in Canada.
Sustainable Development Goal: No poverty
76SALVATION ARMY VICTORIA ADDICTIONS AND REHABILITATION CENTRE
REQUESTING $40,000
The Salvation Army Dormitory Renovation Proposal For Additional Housing victoriaarc.org
The Salvation Army Addiction & Rehabilitation Centre (ARC) has been faithfully serving the region's
marginalized population since 1897. Due to the current housing crisis, rocketing number of homeless
and the ARC's oversubscribed program, it is critical that the ARC creates more available spaces to
shelter, protect and support those transitioning from homelessness, poverty and addiction. Funding
would support the reconfiguration of an underutilized space within the ARC that will provide
comfortable accommodation for an additional 12 beds, which translates to 4,380 sleeps annually in
the Greater Victoria area.
Sustainable Development Goal: No poverty

LEARNING
77DUKE OF EDINBURGH'S AWARD YOUNG CANADIANS CHALLENGE
REQUESTING $15,000
Youth Access Initiativedukeofed.org/bc
The BC and Yukon Division of the Duke of Edinburgh's Award is creating a Virtual Award Leader so
that all youth living in the capital region, regardless of background or economic circumstances, have
the opportunity to benefit from the program’s life-changing youth empowerment experience. The
globally-recognized framework challenges and supports youth aged 14 -24, to step out of their
comfort zones and undertake an intense journey of skills acquisition and self -development.
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Participants do not compete with each other, but set and achieve their own goals at their own pace
with mentors providing life skills and successful transitions to adulthood.
Sustainable Development Goal: Quality education
78GREATER VICTORIA PUBLIC LIBRARY BOARD
REQUESTING $15,000
Phase 1: Plan & Design the Digital Media Labsgvpl.ca
Greater Victoria Public Library's strategic goal is to offer new tools and learning opportunities that
support the creativity and self-expression of individuals in the community while increasing the use
and awareness of existing resources offered. Funding would support a Digital Media Lab that requires
purchasing technology equipment so that patrons can convert photographs, slides, audio cassette
tapes and VHS tapes into digital formats. A pilot Lab will be established at the Central Branch. In late
2020, a second Lab will be created in the newly constructed Esquimalt Branch. Program Delivery and
Partnership Projects will launch in 2021.
Sustainable Development Goal: Quality education
79GULF ISLANDS EARLY LEARNING SOCIETY
REQUESTING $10,000
A Roof for the Salt Spring Early Learning Centressiearlylearning.com
Funding will support a new roof to replace the leaking, cedar shake roof and protect this important
community preschool. Cost estimates indicate roughly $40,000 for a new metal roof and gutters. The
school has been able to set aside $4,000 so far, but requires funding assistance to get this job done.
This past winter, buckets were placed to catch leaking drips, but the roof must be replace d soon to
avoid building damage. The Salt Spring Early Learning Centre provides 20% of the licensed childcare
spots for children ages 0-5 available on the Island.
Sustainable Development Goal: Quality education
80GULF ISLANDS MARINE RESCUE SOCIETY
REQUESTING $12,200
RCMSAR25 Junior Cadet Work Experience Program 2020-2021rcmsar25.com
The project will enable the RCMSAR25 to expand its volunteer capabilities over a two -year period
(2020-2021) in the Gulf Islands communities. It will do so by training eight senior high school
students each year to be a qualified regular crew in Canada and enabling graduates to move forward
if they wish with a related career. It will thus increase community engagement with high school
youth/families in marine search and rescue activities and increase capabilities and readiness in
marine search and rescue in the Gulf Islands where boating is a regular activity carried out by a large
proportion of the population.
Sustainable Development Goal: Quality education
81JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
REQUESTING $15,000
JABC TechWorks Victoriajabc.ca
TechWorks Victoria will provide 350 local students in grades nine and ten with a full -day opportunity
to explore technology-related careers. TechWorks Victoria is designed to inspire and motivate
students to pursue subjects, such as mathematics and science, by providing a g limpse of the
rewarding career opportunities in science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) fields. The
morning plenary of the program focuses on engaging students with inspirational speakers and
cutting-edge technology demonstrations. In the afternoon, students participate in smaller sessions
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facilitated by industry experts, which allows them to discover, interact and experience hands -on
technology demonstrations.
Sustainable Development Goal: Quality education
82LEADERSHIP VICTORIA SOCIETY
REQUESTING $15,000
Leadership Victoria Community Leadership Development Program leadershipvictoria.ca
The Community Leadership Development Program is Leadership Victoria's flagship program,
developing over 350 community leaders since 2001. This program includes online learning, in -person
seminars and experiential learning through the delivery of Community Action Projects. The
Community Action Projects involve the learners working in teams to deliver projects with a key
community non-profit partner. The 2019-20 cohort will partner with KidCareCanada for its
Community Action Projects. The Community Action Projects will deliver hands -on learning for
participants and work to achieve KidCareCanada's mission to empower all new parents to raise their
children to be socially and emotionally healthy.
Sustainable Development Goal: Quality education
83LESTER B. PEARSON COLLEGE OF THE PACIFIC AND UWC (CANADA) INC.
REQUESTING $38,600
Renewing Victoria House - Student Residence Renovationpearsoncollege.ca
When Pearson College United World College was built in 1974, one of the student residences was
named “Victoria House” in recognition of the generous local donations received to fund the project.
Now up for a major renovation, the College is reaching out to renew support from the local
community to improve the comfort and safety of the forty students who l ive in this house each year,
for the next 45-years and beyond. Students come from different political, socio -economic, religious,
cultural and ideological perspectives. Through this challenging, yet inspiring living model, the
students learn the cornerstone of world peace: tolerance.
Sustainable Development Goal: Affordable and clean energy
84VICTORIA LITERACY CONNECTION SOCIETY
REQUESTING $25,000
Noisy Kids Reading Club Continuation and Reading Partners Expansionvictorialiteracyconnection.ca
Using existing and proven models, Victoria Literacy Connection Society (VCL) is supporting children
with literacy issues through the Noisy Kids Reading Club after-school literacy group program,
continuing to collaborate with Story Studio's narrative sessions encouraging learners to write their
own books. VCL hopes to expand the newly piloted in-school Reading Partners 1:1 volunteer reading
support program. The former is well-established, while the latter ran in five schools in the Greater
Victoria School District in Spring 2019. Funding would go towards the expansion of Reading Part ners
to at least five more schools in SD61.
Sustainable Development Goal: Quality education

SAFETY
85CRIDGE CENTRE FOR THE FAMILY
REQUESTING $15,000
Battered Brains: Intimate Partner Violence and Brain Injury cridge.org
The Cridge Centre for the Family has led Victoria for 146 years in supporting vulnerable populations,
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with 27 years of service to brain injury survivors and women impacted by intimate partner violence
(IPV). Recently research has revealed the intersection of these populations: up to 90% of women
impacted by IPV also sustain brain injuries (BI). Currently, there are no services for this vulnerable
population in this region, commonly resulting in addiction, homelessness, incarceration and children
placed in foster care. Battered Brains: Intimate Partner Violence and Brain Injury will provide direct
supports and advocacy services for these women, dramatically impacting these families and giving
them a higher likelihood of a successful future.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
86JOHN HOWARD SOCIETY OF VICTORIA
REQUESTING $20,000
School-Based Restorative Justicejhsvic.ca
The John Howard Society will launch a School-Based Restorative Justice program, available to select
middle and high schools in the Greater Victoria area. This program is an innovative response to
student incidents and will encourage students to take responsibility for their actions and work
collaboratively to repair the harms their behaviours have caused. Research has shown that the use of
Restorative Justice in schools helps students develop empathy and conflict resolution skills and
reduces bullying and violence, resulting in safer schools and local communities. Funding is requested
to support this program in six schools in its pilot year.
Sustainable Development Goal: Peace, justice and strong institutions
87ST. JOHN SOCIETY (BRITISH COLUMBIA AND YUKON)
REQUESTING $28,872
Schools Programsupportsja.ca
This program provides first aid training to students in schools across BC and Yukon. Its primary
purpose is to promote safety, first aid, healthcare and good citizenship to youth and educators in
their schools. Through first aid training in schools, the program encourages lifelong learning and
provides young people across the province with lifesaving skills that will make them active
community responders. Funding is requested to send St. John Ambul ance staff to Victoria elementary
and secondary schools to provide free first aid and CPR training to students, giving them valuable life
skills and confidence to help others.
Sustainable Development Goal: Quality education

SPORTS & RECREATION
88KIDSPORT CANADA
REQUESTING $25,000
“So ALL Kids Can Play” Sport Registrationskidsportvictoria.ca
The So ALL Kids Can Play sport registration program provides local children in need with the
opportunity to play organized sport, alongside their peers and under the supervision of qualified
coaches and positive adult role models. KidSport Victoria works with over 200 local sport
organizations to provide kids living in poverty the chance to get in the game, and benefit from
lessons related to teamwork, work ethic, fair play and leadership. Additionally, involving kids in sport
and physical activity is a powerful preventative measure to combat isolation and current trends of
inactivity, childhood obesity and long-term health consequences.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
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89SOCIETY FOR KIDS AT TENNIS
REQUESTING $16,500
Free Tennis Lessons for Disadvataged Kidskidsattennis.ca
Over the past five years, Society For Kids At Tennis (KATS) has provided free tennis lessons to over
10,000 children in Victoria. These kids face challenges created by family financial circumstances or by
developmental disability (Autism, Down Syndrome, Wheelchair Disabilities). The Society strive to
offset the growing negative impacts kids face today. The shift from healthy outdoor play to sedentary
and isolating “techno-play” on cell phones and computers is a real challenge. Childhood obesity, type
2 diabetes and depression are increasing dramatically. Benefits t o the community include the
improved physical and mental wellbeing of kids as well as big savings in future health care costs.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
90YMCA-YWCA OF VANCOUVER ISLAND
REQUESTING $14,904
Y-Move Physical Literacy Programvancouverislandy.com
The YMCA-YWCA Vancouver Island has been an important provider of sport and recreation
opportunities to the Victoria community for over 100 years. Y-Move is an accessible physical literacy
program for children from birth to twelve years, developed by the YMCA of Greater Vancouver in
partnership with Sport for Life. The focus of this program is to develop fundamental movement skills,
setting the foundation for being active for life. Y-Move will provide the foundational knowledge for
staff and volunteers to enhance the quality of existing programs while helping to promote health in
Greater Victoria through quality sport and recreation.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing

STANDARD OF LIVING
911UP VICTORIA SINGLE PARENT RESOURCE CENTRE SOCIETY
REQUESTING $30,000
Single Parent Family Practical Support Program1-up.ca
The 1UP Victoria Single Parent Resource Centre Society cultivates community partnerships to provide
single parent families with practical supports such as emergency food vouchers, school supplies,
Christmas hampers, access to professional services, and community inclusion opportu nities. Support
for this project will greatly increase the capacity of 1UP to provide these and other much needed
practical supports to a greater number of vulnerable low -income single parent families. The Member
Services lead staff will assess and match the needs of single parent families with community partners
and donors to provide and deliver new and expanded assistance to support the development of
strong families and bright futures.
Sustainable Development Goal: No poverty
92ANAWIM COMPANIONS SOCIETY
REQUESTING $15,000
Anawim House Day Programanawimhouse.com
The Anawim House Day Program is provided by the Anawim Companions Society which also provides
a 7-bed recovery home for men. The day program provides essential services to Victoria’s homeless
community, including nutritious meals, showers, laundry facilities and referrals to communit y
partners for counselling, addiction treatment, health care, employment, housing and other individual
needs. Anawim House provides a safe environment where individuals can experience a sense of
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belonging and companionship, which are now recognized as esse ntial to the psychosocial wellbeing
of those with mental health issues or those wishing to recover from addiction.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
93BRIDGES FOR WOMEN SOCIETY
REQUESTING $40,000
Women Mentoring Women: A Community Approachbfws.ca
Women Mentoring Women is a community mentorship program connecting women impacted by
violence and trauma with working women, entrepreneurs, employers and workplaces to inspire
confidence, strength and capacity for sustainable employment. Two cohorts of women completing
the Bridges Employment Program will embark on a four-month journey of learning and networking
that will increase their connection to the local labour market, including building communication
skills, boundary-setting, financial literacy and informational interview skills. The cohorts will also
network with employers and entrepreneurs. Results include growing community attachments,
increased self-confidence and gaining part-time to full-time employment in various career fields.
Sustainable Development Goal: No Poverty
94CONSTRUCTION FOUNDATION OF BC (2012) SOCIETY
REQUESTING $40,000
The SHIFTconstructionfoundation.ca
The Construction Foundation works across multiple industries to support under -utilized groups,
including youth at-risk, to gain skills and experiences that lead to employability. The SHIFT program is
focused on helping at-risk youth, including youth in and transitioning out of care, to obtain driver's
licenses, participate in programs leading to employment opportunities including apprenticeships and
complete work-related safety certificates. Funding would help pay for the cost of driver's license
training for youth at-risk.
Sustainable Development Goal: Reduced inequalities
95HOME IS WHERE WE LIVE-LIFE CYCLES PROJECT SOCIETY
REQUESTING $16,000
Growing the Food Share Network within the CRDlifecyclesproject.ca
The Food Share Network (FSN), in collaboration with the Community Social Planning Council, would
create an evaluation tool that measures the successes and gaps of the FSN. The evaluation of the FSN
would include all stakeholders including, but not limited to, stores, farmers, food distribution
centres, non-profits and the recipients of food. The evaluation tool would amalgamate and
summarize the data, helping to identify goals, help set targets and identify best practices. The data
provided by the evaluation would provide FSN with valuable information on how to optimize use of
its limited resources to best support the community.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
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COLLABORATION GRANTS
The organizations below are applying on behalf of a collaboration. Collaboration grants are available
to groups working across sectors to address long-term regional change. Supporting the work of these
groups is one way in which the Victoria Foundation aim s to strengthen the community and support
the capacity of large-scale initiatives working to effect significant change.
___________________________________________________________________________________________
96ABORIGINAL COALITION TO END HOMELESSNESS SOCIETY
REQUESTING $78,793
Building, Aligning, Transforming: Systems & Services for Indigenous Homeless acehsociety.com
The Aboriginal Coalition to End Homelessness (ACEH) seeks to develop an Indigenous -Specific
Systems Improvement Map (ISSIM) to identify services, programs, and resources that assist
Indigenous people who are experiencing homelessness in Greater Victoria. In partnership with the
Greater Victoria Coalition to End Homelessness, ACEH will include other key service providers in the
city and Indigenous peoples with lived experience to joint ly work on the ISSIM, which will include
Cultural Assets Mapping and research regarding leading practice Indigenous housing models province
and nation-wide. An Outreach and Community Engagement Worker will lead the project.
Sustainable Development Goal: No Poverty
97CAMOSUN COLLEGE FOUNDATION
REQUESTING $75,000
Building Capacity for Literacy System Navigation in the GVAcamosun.ca
The Building Capacity for Literacy System Navigation in the GVA project will endeavor to build on
Greater Victoria Alliance for Literacy's work to improve literacy system strategies, effectiveness and
coordination by developing and implementing a referral system between all community litera cy
support stakeholders. This project strives to ensure that the literacy and non -literacy support needs
of learners are handled efficiently by the most appropriate organizations. This project will improve
awareness and accessibility towards appropriate personalized literacy and literacy-related services for
vulnerable populations including Newcomers, Indigenous communities and relevant
intersectionalities, and will contribute to professional development for literacy providers.
Sustainable Development Goal: Quality education
98ISLAND COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
REQUESTING $80,000
PSR Collaboration and Social Gather Place Projectislandcommunitymentalhealth.ca
The Mental Health & Substance Use (MHSU) Psychosocial Rehabilitation (PSR) Collaboration is a
cross-sectoral initiative focused on the implementation of a multi-year PSR Vision & Development
Plan to launch and test a new pilot Social Gathering Place (SGP) and to further strengthen PSR and
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SGP services across the capital region. Improved resourcing of peer support/navigation and
partnerships between People with Lived Experience, family/caregiver groups, non -profit
organizations, local health authorities and other stakeholders are critical to the adequate provision
of recovery-oriented services and reducing isolation and increasing social connections for people
living with mental health challenges in our community.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
99VICTORIA COMMUNITY FOOD HUB SOCIETY
REQUESTING $50,000
Good Food Collective Impact Strategygoodfoodnetwork.info
The Good Food Network works together towards a vision of healthy local food for everyone in the
capital region. Fruits of collaboration to date include gardens and farm programs in schools
increasing food literacy, supporting the Food Share Network to increase good food access and
building capacity with local farms and food providers growing the local economy. Funding will
strengthen coordinated leadership of these efforts, formalize a measurement framework and develop
key network large-scale collaboration priorities from the 2018 Collaboration Outcomes Map,
including an integrated food hub, farmland access policy and the Indigenous food sovereignty
ŚW̱ ,ȻENEṈITEL initiative.
Sustainable Development Goal: Zero hunger
100VICTORIA INTEGRATION SOCIETY
REQUESTING $137,000
Strategic Leadership in Adapted Sport and Physical Activity: Phase 2rivonline.org
OneAbility is a collaborative of community partners that aims to provide leadership to enhance the
adapted sport and physical activity landscape by increasing collaboration and building on shared
strengths. Only 3% of people with disabilities participate in moderate physical activity and organized
sport, compared to 30% of their non-disabled peers. Employing a collective impact model, OneAbility
will undertake a formal strategic planning process to further strengthen the foundation of the
Collective and its existing programs to achieve maximum impact on participation rates for people
across the age and disability spectrum in the Greater Victoria region.
Sustainable Development Goal: Good health and wellbeing
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Dr. Grace Wong Sneddon, Board Chair, and Sandra Richardson, CEO.

VICTORIA FOUNDATION LEADERSHIP FUNDS
VITAL VICTORIA FUND
The Vital Victoria Fund supports community applications in all areas of interest. Grant decisions,
made annually by our Board of Directors, support the needs identified through our Victoria’s Vital
Signs report.
Many donors choose to make their gifts to this fund, allowing the Foundation to proactively respond
to critical issues in the community as they arise. Contributions may be made to the endowed capital
of the Vital Victoria Fund to support the long-term capacity of our community grants program or to
the Vital Victoria Pass-Through Fund to support the current year’s applications.
FOOD SECURITY FUND
The Food Security Fund was established in 2015 to improve regional food security through leadership
activities that support food access, food literacy, and local food production. The Fund has supported
the Food Rescue project, which recovers and redistributes fresh, healthy food for families, and seeks
to expand its reach to the 50,000 food-insecure people in our region. In 2019, the Fund helped
support the purchase of the Food Security Distribution Centre as a food hub. In the next phase,
partners will leverage funds, knowledge and networks towards development of the Centre to
strengthen the local food economy and address root causes of food insecurity.
COMMUNITY IMPACT FUND
The Community Impact Fund supports projects that contribute to transformative change in our
region. With an overall focus on benefitting low-income and other vulnerable populations, the Fund
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offers a powerful vehicle to seed, replicate or scale the most promising solutions. In its first two
years, the Fund has supported significant initiatives such as: a two-year pilot working with W̱ SÁNEĆ
communities to revitalize Indigenous law; increased economic opportunity for low -income people
working in waste diversion; and a First Nation’s grassroots granting program to support artists and
entrepreneurship.
ENVIRONMENT FUND
The Environment Fund supports environmental programs that benefit residents of the capital region
and the Southern Gulf Islands to strengthen environmental organizations and encourage community based efforts to address environmental concerns in the region . The current focus for this fund is
initiatives that address climate change in our region.
GENDER EQUITY FUND
The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals were signed on to by 193 countries in 2015 to
strive for a thriving and sustainable future that “leaves no one behind”. This new fund addresses
Goal 5 (Gender Equality) by supporting gender equity initiatives in our region. An example of a
current initiative is the Victoria Foundation’s partnership on a gender equity lab to identify solutions
that promote gender equity in employment in the capital region.
GREATER VICTORIA NEIGHBOURHOOD SMALL GRANTS
Through the Greater Victoria Neighbourhood Small Grants (NSG) program, small grants are available
for people to lead a project in their neighbourhood, with granting decisions made by a committee
comprising local neighbours. Goals of the NSG program are to connect and engage neighbours; share
neighbours’ skills and knowledge; build a sense of belonging and connection; and respect and
celebrate diversity. The Greater Victoria Neighbourhood Small Grants Fund supports the
implementation of the NSG and other grassroots granting programs in the capital region.
LITERACY FUND
A love of reading led Harry and Mary Morrow of Victoria to leave a legacy for literacy. Through a
generous bequest gift upon Harry’s death in 2014, the Literacy Fund was established to support
initiatives in our region that strengthen literacy. The fund has supported the development of a
literacy alliance, the production of a Strategy Roadmap to improve literacy in the region, and literacy
programs for First Nations youth, and newcomer and immigrant communities.
VITAL YOUTH PROGRAM FUND
Our Vital Youth program provides students at nine schools on southern Vancouver Island with hands on experience in philanthropy and community development. The Victoria Foundation allocates each
school group an annual grant of $2,500 to distribute to local charitabl e organizations of their choice
and adds $500 to each school’s endowment fund to model the importance of legacy gifts. Each school
group develops their granting criteria, meets with organizations, and evaluates projects to make grant
recommendations. Since the program began in 2003, youth have recommended grants of over
$282,000 to local charitable organizations supporting groups on issues such as mental health, youth
homelessness, and programs for newcomers to our region.
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INDEX OF ORGANIZATIONS
ORGANIZATION NAME
1UP VICTORIA SINGLE PARENT RESOURCE CENTRE SOCIETY
ABORIGINAL COALITION TO END HOMELESSNESS SOCIETY
ANAWIM COMPANIONS SOCIETY
BALLET VICTORIA SOCIETY
BATEMAN FOUNDATION
BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB SERVICES OF GREATER VICTORIA
BRIDGES FOR WOMEN SOCIETY
CAMOSUN COLLEGE FOUNDATION
CANADIAN MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION B.C. DIVISION
CANADIAN PARAPLEGIC ASSOCIATION (B.C.)
CENTRE FOR EARTH AND SPIRIT SOCIETY
CETUS RESEARCH & CONSERVATION SOCIETY
CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION AND COUNSELLING SOCIETY OF GREATER VICTORIA
COMMUNITY SOCIAL PLANNING COUNCIL OF GREATER VICTORIA
CONSTRUCTION FOUNDATION OF BC (2012) SOCIETY
CORNERSTONE YOUTH SOCIETY
CRIDGE CENTRE FOR THE FAMILY
CRISIS INTERVENTION AND PUBLIC INFORMATION SOCIETY OF GREATER VICTORIA
CROHN'S AND COLITIS CANADA
DANCE VICTORIA SOCIETY
DAWSON HEIGHTS HOUSING LTD.
DOWNTOWN BLANSHARD ADVISORY COMMITTEE
DUKE OF EDINBURGH'S AWARD YOUNG CANADIANS CHALLENGE
FARMFOLK/CITYFOLK SOCIETY
FERNWOOD NEIGHBOURHOOD RESOURCE GROUP SOCIETY
GALIANO CONSERVANCY ASSOCIATION
GREATER VICTORIA PUBLIC LIBRARY BOARD
GREATER VICTORIA VOLUNTEER SOCIETY
GULF ISLANDS EARLY LEARNING SOCIETY
GULF ISLANDS MARINE RESCUE SOCIETY
GULF ISLANDS SENIORS RESIDENCE ASSOCIATION(GISRA)
HARMONY PROJECT SOCIETY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
HOME IS WHERE WE LIVE-LIFE CYCLES PROJECT SOCIETY
HULITAN FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES SOCIETY
INDEPENDENT MEDIA PRODUCERS NETWORK SOCIETY
INDUSTRIAL AREAS FOUNDATION CANADA
INTER-CULTURAL ASSOCIATION OF GREATER VICTORIA
INTREPID THEATRE COMPANY SOCIETY
ISLAND COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
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ORGANIZATION NAME
JAMES BAY NEW HORIZONS SOCIETY
JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTRE OF VICTORIA
JOHN HOWARD SOCIETY OF VICTORIA
JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
KIDSPORT CANADA
LDABC THE LEARNING CURVE SOCIETY
LEADERSHIP VICTORIA SOCIETY
LESTER B. PEARSON COLLEGE OF THE PACIFIC AND UWC (CANADA) INC.
M'AKOLA HOUSING SOCIETY
MARCH OF DIMES CANADA
MENNONITE CENTRAL COMMITTEE (MCC) BRITISH COLUMBIA
MENTAL HEALTH RECOVERY PARTNERS SOCIETY - SOUTH VANCOUVER ISLAND
MOVE ADAPTED FITNESS AND REHABILITATION SOCIETY OF B.C.
NORTHWEST WILDLIFE PRESERVATION SOCIETY
PACIFIC OPERA ASSOCIATION
PANDORA ARTS COLLECTIVE SOCIETY
PEERS VICTORIA RESOURCES SOCIETY
PENDER ISLAND CHILD CARE SOCIETY
PTARMIGAN MUSIC AND THEATRE SOCIETY
RAINCOAST CONSERVATION FOUNDATION
READY TO RENT BC ASSOCIATION
ROYAL AND MCPHERSON THEATRES SOCIETY
SAANICH VOLUNTEER SERVICES SOCIETY
SALT SPRING ISLAND FARMLAND TRUST SOCIETY
SALVATION ARMY VICTORIA ADDICTIONS AND REHABILITATION CENTRE
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY
SINGYOURJOY YOUNG ADULT CHORUS SOCIETY
SOCIETY FOR KIDS AT TENNIS
SOOKE FAMILY RESOURCE SOCIETY
SOOKE PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY
SOOKE REGION COMMUNITIES HEALTH NETWORK COOPERATIVE
ST. ANDREW'S PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
ST. JOHN SOCIETY (BRITISH COLUMBIA AND YUKON)
STIGMA-FREE SOCIETY
STORY THEATRE PRODUCTIONS SOCIETY
SWAN LAKE CHRISTMAS HILL NATURE SANCTUARY SOCIETY
THERMOPYLAE CLUB
UMBRELLA SOCIETY FOR ADDICTIONS AND MENTAL HEALTH
VANCOUVER ISLAND COUNSELLING CENTRE FOR
IMMIGRANTS AND REFUGEES ASSOCIATION
VICTORIA ARTS COUNCIL
VICTORIA ASSOCIATION FOR COMMUNITY LIVING
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VICTORIA BAROQUE MUSIC SOCIETY
VICTORIA COMMUNITY FOOD HUB SOCIETY
VICTORIA CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
VICTORIA COOL AID SOCIETY
VICTORIA EPILEPSY AND PARKINSON'S CENTRE SOCIETY
VICTORIA IMMIGRANT AND REFUGEE CENTRE SOCIETY
VICTORIA INDEPENDENT FILM & VIDEO FESTIVAL
VICTORIA INTEGRATION SOCIETY
VICTORIA LITERACY CONNECTION SOCIETY
VICTORIA PHILHARMONIC CHOIR SOCIETY
VICTORIA RESTORATIVE JUSTICE SOCIETY
VICTORIA SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE SOCIETY
VICTORIA WOMEN'S TRANSITION HOUSE SOCIETY
VICTORIA'S QUILTS CANADA
VOX HUMANA CHAMBER CHOIR SOCIETY
WEST COAST CHILDREN'S CHORAL SOCIETY
WORLD FISHERIES TRUST
YMCA-YWCA OF VANCOUVER ISLAND
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Vital Charities
The best place to discover local organizations
that matter most to you

Vital Charities is an online resource that fosters connections to charities
within our community. Whether you are an individual community member,
business leader, educational institution, or non-profit organization,
Vital Charities can assist you in discovering the causes that matter
most to you and the ways you can provide support.

Using the Vital Charities website, you can:

1
2
3
4

SEARCH hundreds of local organizations that have
received grants from the Victoria Foundation or hold a
Victoria Foundation endowment fund.
EXPLORE

your community and connect with
programs and projects working in various areas of need.

Search by keyword to
find the charities that
interest you ...

DISCOVER the innovative and effective solutions

... or by Vital Signs
issue, for example.
Toggle the arrow
at the top of the
column to sort.

local organizations are undertaking to address issues
raised in the Victoria’s Vital Signs® report.

LEARN about the ways you can help make a difference,
whether you are an individual or family, charitable
organization, business, or professional advisor.

Start your search here, at Vital Charities:
victoriafoundation.bc.ca/victorias-vital-charities

FRIDAY

NOV
2 0 1 9

1

RANDOM ACT OF
KINDNESS DAY

1
2

Take a kindness card

3

Give them the card

4

Enter to win $500 for the
charity of your choice!

VITAL VICTORIA PODCASTS

EXPLORE WHAT IT
MEANS TO CREATE A
TRULY VITAL VICTORIA

Do something nice for
someone

Please contact us for posters and
Kindness Cards to share this event
with your workplace, classroom,
friends or family.
Be sure to take a photo of your
kind act and email it to
kwells@victoriafoundation.bc.ca
or share it on social media
tagging us and adding
#RAKdayYYJ for a chance to win
one of two $500 prizes for a
registered charity of your choice!
Visit our website for more details.
VICTORIA FOUNDATION:
#200 - 703 Broughton St.,
Victoria BC V8W 1E2
250-381-5532
victoriafoundation.ca

What does it mean to belong in a community? What are some of the
ways people are tackling environmental sustainability challenges?
And with high real estate costs, low vacancy rates, and homelessness
issues, what kind of housing initiatives are being discussed?
Vital Victoria Podcasts take a
deep dive into issues critical to our
quality of life on the South Island.
You’ll hear on-location interviews
with community thought leaders,
such as Victoria Mayor Lisa Helps,
Synergy Enterprises Founder Jill
Doucette, Saanich Mayor Fred
Haynes, Inter-Cultural Association
of Greater Victoria CEO Jean McRae,

Victoria Chamber of Commerce CEO
Catherine Holt, and many others.
Guided by hosts Robert Janus and
Veronica Cooper, along with our
field reporter Kyle Wells, each
episode of Vital Victoria takes
a closer look at one of the key
issue areas explored in the annual
Victoria’s Vital Signs report.

You’ll find them all at victoriafoundation.ca, as well as on iTunes or
wherever you find your favourite podcasts.

STRENGTHENING
THE WELLBEING OF
OUR COMMUNITY
At the Victoria Foundation, we believe in
connecting people who care with causes that
matter®.
The support of generous donors allows the
Victoria Foundation to do what it does best –
strengthen community wellbeing by investing in
people, opportunities and solutions.
We identify and help to address the issues in our
community through the vital work of the many
charitable organizations that receive
discretionary and donor advised grants each
year.
We encourage you to consider supporting one
or more of the projects or leadership funds in
this booklet.
Together we’re better. Together we can make it
happen.
VICTORIA FOUNDATION
200 - 703 Broughton St., Victoria BC V8W 1E2
Charitable Business #:130650898RR0001
P: 250.381.5532
F: 250.480.1129
E: donorservices@victoriafoundation.bc.ca
W: victoriafoundation.bc.ca
/VicFoundation
/TheVictoriaFoundation

.

/VicFoundation
/VicFoundation

Photo: Power to Be Adventure Therapy Society
Adaptive Recreation Program and Wilderness
School Project - 2018

